
1: Newton’s First Law of 
Motion

Motion, Position, Inertia, Mass, Weight



Day 1: Newton’s First Law of Motion
Warm Up: What do you know 

about the sport: BOBSLEDDING?

LT: I can explain what physics is 

and explain Newton’s First Law.



Bobsled Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmkXf

RCmRM4

INDIVIDUALLY brainstorm 

HOW and WHY the crash 

happened.

Draw a diagram and write an 

explanation of your idea

Discuss with your group

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmkXfRCmRM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmkXfRCmRM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmkXfRCmRM4


Throughout the next few weeks we will figure out the 
exact reasons why the bobsled crashed!

New unit is: PHYSICS!!!



What do you ALREADY KNOW about physics?
- Physics: the study of matter and its motion and behavior 

throughout space and time. (science of MOVEMENT)

- Can be VERY BIG (planets) or VERY SMALL (protons and 

electrons within a nucleus in a cell)

- We can SEE physics happening all the time!



Sir Isaac Newton
- Lived: 1642 - 1727

- English mathematician, astronomer, 

and physicist

- One of the most influential scientists of 

all time

- Laid foundation of classical mechanics

- 3 Laws of motion and universal gravity

- First telescope 



Newton’s First Law of Motion: Law of Inertia
An object will remain at rest or in uniform motion in a straight 

line unless acted on by an external force. 







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHw80HXSuAQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHw80HXSuAQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHw80HXSuAQ


Position 
- Position: An object’s 

location

- Position symbol: 

- Think about a pirate’s 

treasure map!...x marks 

the spot



Motion
- Motion: The act of 

changing position

- The PROCESS that 

results in the change 

of position

- An ACTION



Examples of objects in motion:

Examples of objects NOT in motion:



Inertia
The tendency of an object 

to resist change to in 

motion or rest

Inertia demos:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

T1ux9D7-O38

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1ux9D7-O38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1ux9D7-O38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1ux9D7-O38


Demo: Egg Drop
https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/egg-drop-inertia-trick/

Coin on Card Trick

https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/egg-drop-inertia-trick/
https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/egg-drop-inertia-trick/


Objects in motion will stay in motion, Objects at rest will 
stay at rest UNLESS acted on by an external force!



Assignment:
- Work with a partner to create a MODEL (example) of 

Newton’s First Law

- Think of things and events you experience in your everyday 

life! 

- DRAW a diagram of your MODEL and WRITE an 

explanation



Day 2: Newton’s First Law 
Warm Up: Who was Sir Isaac Newton? 

What is Newton’s First Law of Motion?

LT: I can define inertia and explain the 

difference between mass and weight.



Review: Newton’s First Law of Motion: Law of 
Inertia
An object will remain at rest or in uniform motion in a straight 

line unless acted on by an external force. 



Football Physics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08BFCZJDn9w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08BFCZJDn9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08BFCZJDn9w


Inertia
The tendency of an object 

to resist change to in 

motion or rest



Baseball example
- Normally, baseball is at rest.

- Needs external force to move: 

gets thrown or is hit 

- The distance the ball travels 

depends on the amount of force 

that acts on it

- Tball: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=YTdIA2YSRDc

- Baseball:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTdIA2YSRDc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTdIA2YSRDc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTdIA2YSRDc


Finish Newton’s First Law Examples + Share with Class



Running Lab

- Read through instructions as class

- Complete lab with lab group

- Be RESPONSIBLE with bouncy balls



Day 3: Mass vs. Weight
Warm Up: What is inertia?

LT: I can explain the difference between 

mass and weight



An object’s inertia and the force needed to move it is 
dependent on its MASS



Force
- An interaction that can change the motion of an 

object

- A push or a pull



Mass
The fundamental measure of the 

amount of matter in an object

- Excludes the force of gravity on 

an object!

- Mass doesn’t change!



Weight
The force of gravity that pulls on an 

object’s mass

- Weight = mass x gravity

- WEIGHT IS A FORCE

- Depending on where you are, 

and what the force of gravity is, 

your weight can change!



Mass VS. Weight

http://www.isd622.org/Page/6803

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Z0X0yE8Ioc

http://www.isd622.org/Page/6803
http://www.isd622.org/Page/6803
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Z0X0yE8Ioc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Z0X0yE8Ioc


Worksheet
Answer questions using: 

http://www.amblesideprimary.com/ambleweb/planetweight/planet.htm

http://www.amblesideprimary.com/ambleweb/planetweight/planet.htm
http://www.amblesideprimary.com/ambleweb/planetweight/planet.htm


Inertia Lab


